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Smith, *The Caddo Indians*, by Dan J. Gelo

Pearson and Hoffman, *The Last Voyage of El Nuevo Constante*, by Donald E. Chipman

Roell, *Remember Goliad!*, by Charles Spurlin

Coulter, *Travels in the Confederate States*, by Randolph B. Campbell

Fletcher, *Rebel Private: Front and Rear*, by Ralph A. Wooster


McGuire, *The Hungarian Texans*, by Melvin C. Johnson

Winegarten, *Black Texas Women*, by Karen Heincfield

Robinson, *The Court Martial of Lieutenant Henry Flipper*, by Cary Wintz


Nash and Nash, *Mr. McCamey*, by Julia Cauble Smith

Cypher, *Bob Kleberg and the King Ranch*, by Bob Glover

Flemmons, *Texas Shiftings*, by Joyce Gibson Roach

Bowman, *WAG: The Story of Texas Coaching Legend Floyd Wagstaff*, by Bob Glover


Marcus, *The Viewpoints of Stanley Marcus*, by A.C. Greene


McDaniel, *A Pictorial History of Sabine County, Texas*, by Fred McKenzie